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Film festivals and affective spaces: Singapore’s Majestic 
Theatre

Film festivals may be considered, variously, as sites of exhibition and circuits for distribution1  marketplaces 
for sales and city branding; and increasingly also as producers of new work2 Festivals are also cultural 
gatekeepers and taste-makers, and can raise our awareness to certain causes, marginal groups, new 
aesthetics, alternative voices. Festivals are also media events, “spaces of fl ow”3 located in fi xed places 
but transient in time: “the festival, a market place, a designated space of transaction, brings together 
the determinants of fi lm culture under the duress of space-time compression or the media event”4. The 
transitory nature of fi lm festivals poses two main challenges for research. The fi rst challenge is how 
one might research and write about an event that is over and already passed5, and that leaves behind 
precious few material traces. Catalogues, reviews and reports can convey something of the occasion 
but very little of the atmosphere — what Cindy Wong describes as “a week or two of glitz, buzz, myriad 
screenings, and jumbled events”6.. These print materials are nonetheless important and constitute part 
of the discourse of the festival as an event7. Festival histories as memoir, constitutes another form of 
discourse. These are often written by festival insiders, usually a programmer or a critic, who can offer 
some insight into the festival. These memories can sometimes seem to be dominated by accounts of 
wild parties and extravagance, though not always8.
The second challenge is about how one might perform the relevant research and write about an event 
that is ongoing, even if one is able to be present for a part or the entire duration of the festival as it is 
happening. As the nascent fi eld of fi lm festival studies continues to establish itself with a growing body of 
work9, and because of the sheer size, scope and diversity of festivals, many different methodologies are 
being employed, and often mixed together, including ethnography10  and network theory11, intersecting 
with cultural studies approaches that look at festivals as institutional structures of (state) power12. By and 
large, the research focuses on festivals as social-cultural-political phenomena. In this article, I explore 
these challenges within the critical frame of the study of affect, through the interlocking relationships that 
operate within the dynamics of a festival. These relationships may be understood as a political economy 
functioning through cultural and state institutions and market imperatives13, along with what can only be 
called the affective encounter that make up the experience of festivals. 
Many people go to festivals for the pleasures they offer, though not necessarily for the same reasons. 
These pleasures are sometimes articulated as pleasures of discovery, to see something they have never 
seen before or have not had the chance to encounter, be it new aesthetics, genres, subject matter, even 
entirely new cinemas14. What the festival environment provides is not just a place where a group of fi lms 
are screened and watched by an audience — that could happen in any place with adequate resources, 
and much more easily in the digital age — but a mode, or modes, of engaging with the fi lms that shape 
the experience of cinema as an affective cultural encounter. By turning to affect in my discussion, I do 
not make a case for reading affect in the aesthetic form of fi lm15, nor for the emotional experiences of 
the spectator as they watch fi lms16. Rather, I employ the notion of affect as exemplifi ed by the series of 
vignettes compiled in Breakwell and Hammond’s edited collection, Seeing in the Dark (1990). Now out of 
print and compiled at a time before the “turn to affect” had taken hold in humanities research, the collection 
brings together what is written in the blurb as “a bizarre, funny collection of movie tales”17. These tales 
collected from friends and later friends of friends of the editors are not ethnographical studies, yet the 
sheer diversity of affective encounters they record of the cinema — ranging from memories of childhood 
terrors and delights to smells in the theatre — testifi es to the fact that this quality of experience remains 
under-researched, or at least under-acknowledged in scholarly discourse on cinema. As Breakwell and 
Hammond write in their brief introduction to the compendium:
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Measuring applause does not reveal that the movie was memorable for the woman in the third 
row because the building on screen reminded her of where she went to school and all those 
childhood memories came fl ooding back intercut with the fi lm while the auditorium gently shook 
as an underground train passed beneath and cigarette ash fl uttered down from the balcony in 
the projector beam18.

In the introduction to their edited volume The Affect Theory Reader (2010), Seigworth and Gregg attempt 
to delineate what they see as the liminality of affect. They ascribe affect as a state of “in-between-ness” 
that “accumulates across both relatedness and interruptions in relatedness, becoming a palimpsest of 
force-encounters traversing the ebbs and swells of intensities that pass between ‘bodies’”19. 
The following brief analysis is distilled from personal encounters, the passing of “bodies”, experienced 
during the Singapore International Film Festival between 1997 and 2003, where I worked on different 
occasions as a volunteer and a paid freelancer, taking advantage of the job perk to watch as many fi lms 
as I could fi t into a day (usually up to four). These are affective encounters in that they are not cited 
with empirical certitude but are reliant on impression, memory and personal notes. I do not reproduce 
verbatim dialogue or name names. I am not writing an ethnography and was not consciously researching 
one at the time. Instead I draw on Mica Nava’s approach on writing of her own multiple affi liations “to 
integrate memories, the reworking of events, historical context and argument”20. Through this personal 
engagement, I explore ways of thinking about the affective spaces within the fi lm festival that cannot 
easily be documented, and indeed about the festival as an affective space in itself, both physical and 
metaphorical. I offer here a brief personal encounter with the space of one specifi c movie theatre — the 
historic Majestic Theatre located in Singapore’s Chinatown district, which was used as a screening 
venue during the Singapore International Film Festival in the 1980s until the theatre’s closure in 1998, 
before it was turned into a shopping mall in 2003. I approach my experience of the Majestic in the spirit 
of Gaston Bachelard’s The Poetics of Space (1958), where he describes the attraction, and a certain 
magnetism, of intimate spaces: “Space that has been seized upon by the imagination cannot remain 
indifferent space subject to the measures and estimates of the surveyor. It has been lived in, not in its 
positivity, but with all the partiality of imagination”21. Although Bachelard writes largely of the spaces 
of a house and home, its interior spaces and its outside, its secret nooks and crannies and drawers 
and chests, it is possible to argue that at certain moments and in certain places, one might build up an 
intimate relationship with a public structure like an old cinema theatre. Many fi lms reify similar intimacies 
of place: for instance Cinema Paradiso (Nuovo Cinema Paradiso, Giuseppe Tornatore, 1988), Hugo 
(Martin Scorsese, 2011) and The Purple Rose of Cairo (Woody Allen, 1985). The theatre, it could be 
said, can become a cultural home of sorts. 
When I worked for the Singapore International Film Festival, I spent a lot of time as a volunteer at the 
Majestic. My duties ranged from merchandise selling, to ticket tearing, to ushering and as a general 
runner. Sometimes they included reminding the veteran Chinese-speaking projectionist repeatedly that 
he was not to put the house lights on until the end credits had run their course — he often worried about 
audiences tripping over themselves in the dark — underscoring the festival’s ethos of “serious” cinema 
practice, aligning itself with the European arthouse and distinguishing itself from mainstream, “popcorn” 
cinema. My other informal duties included fi elding questions from members of the public, and on more 
than one occasion having to explain to — or more usually, placate — ticket holders about cancelled or 
delayed screenings (for example when the Board of Film Censors ratings had not been issued on time), 
lack of subtitles (the wrong print had been delivered), and any other hiccup in the proceedings. During 
calmer periods, passers-by from nearby stalls and markets in Chinatown where the theatre was located 
would sometimes drift in to the lobby, with questions like “Film festival? What’s on?”; or sometimes even 
“Film festival? What’s that?” 
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As a festival venue, the Majestic could be said to be a cultural anachronism. Located in Chinatown which, 
following the state’s attempt to clean up its streets according to the ordered principles of modernist 
rationalisation in the 1960s (through demolitions and repurposing of public spaces), and later in the 
1980s to “conserve”, at least cosmetically, what was left of the old architecture, by the 1990s Chinatown 
was a mixed bag of architectural styles, economies (formal and informal), and cultural imaginaries. In a 
nation with an ethnic Chinese majority, “Chinatown” was “an anachronistic place name”22, but it is this 
very anachronism that has allowed the space to be inscribed by various notions of “Chineseness” which 
are continually “reconstituted and transformed to shape state practices and to serve new purposes within 
the independent State”23. Yet the modernist rationalisation never fully took hold, pockets of resistance 
continue to exist, and Chinatown continues to evolve as a “multicoded space inscribed with a multiplicity 
of meanings”24. The fate of the Majestic could be said to embody many of the contradictory forces within 
the cultural geography of Chinatown.
The Majestic was built as a Cantonese opera house in 1928 in the heart of Singapore’s Chinatown 
district by the Chinese business tycoon and philanthropist Eu Tong Sen. Designed and constructed by 
British colonial architectural fi rm Swan and Maclaren, the theatre combined a mix of Western art deco 
and traditional Chinese architectural styles. In 1938, it was rented by Shaw Organisation, at the time one 
of the largest production studios and exhibitors in the region25. When Singapore was occupied by Japan 
during World War II, Japanese propaganda fi lms were screened at the Majestic26. In 1956, the building 
was bought by Cathay Organisation, Shaw’s rival in fi lm production and exhibition at the time. Cathay 
ran it as a cinema until 1998 when it was closed and converted into a shopping mall in 2003. The mall 
itself was unsuccessful and closed in 2007, following which the building was sold on to be turned into a 
betting centre and then a cash converters, prompting locals to lament its decline27.
 By the mid-1990s, the closure of the Majestic was already imminent, and as festival volunteers we 
were already acutely aware of its anachronistic status within a rapidly expanding exhibition culture of 
multiplexes, IMAX screens, and sophisticated sound systems, not only in the downtown areas but in the 
suburban new towns as well28. The Majestic was crumbling, and more than at the edges. It was one of 
the few theatres left in the hyper-modern nation that housed a single large screen and stall and circle 
seating. On non-festival days, the lady in the ticket booth still sold tickets printed on soft paper which she 
marked with a grease pencil — the kind that needed no sharpener as the lead was lengthened by pulling 
on the attached string and tearing off the encasing paper — when all the multiplexes had already moved 
to computerised ticketing. The one middle-aged usher employed there met us enthusiastically each 
year — he never saw crowds as large as ours on normal days. The toilets sometimes leaked. Rats were 
known to scamper across the feet of unsuspecting patrons during screenings. Kenneth Chan’s reading 
of Goodbye, Dragon Inn (Bu san, Tsai Ming-Liang, 2003), set in a soon-to-be-closed theatre in Taiwan, 
resonates with the fate of the Majestic towards the end of its life as a fi lm theatre:

The Fu Ho Theatre represents a pre-video, pre-multiplex cinema, one that often occupies a 
single building, has a huge screen for Cinemascope movies, and has a large audience sitting 
capacity. As an instance of these “grand ole dames of yore”, the theatre offers a singular 
cinematic experience, where everyone gathers to enjoy one movie, simply because there is 
only one giant screen. The singularity of the fi lmic experience, of course, implies that there 
is a greater imagined sense of cultural and social connectivity in terms of the movie-going 
experience, vis-à-vis the diversity and multiplicity of cinematic choices in an era of the DVD and 
the multiplex29.

Indeed, the large audience capacity and single screen was one of the main reasons why the Majestic 
was in use during the festival. It was one of the few single hall theatres left in Singapore in the age of the 
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shopping mall multiplex and its globalised and standardised fi lm product30.
The “singularity of the fi lmic experience” is one that is increasingly relegated to the past; as Philip Cheah, 
director and programmer for the festival at the time said, “Audiences are fragmenting”. During the annual 
festival season, this singular experience was reclaimed for a brief time. Despite its ageing structure, 
the Majestic frequently played to packed houses during the festival, even hosting Q&A events with 
fi lmmakers. People came because it was a “one-off” event, and though there were sometimes complaints 
about the state of the place, these were infrequent; unusual in a city known for its fastidiousness and 
obsession with cleanliness, both physical and moral31. The rats even became a running joke amongst 
regulars. Experiencing the festival at the Majestic in the mid-1990s evoked an affective sense of a lost 
past not just of place but also of time. I borrow from Kenneth Chan’s reading of Goodbye, Dragon Inn 
once again:

Of course, the actuality of the cinematic experience in these theatres is not commensurate with 
the nostalgic sense that one has, especially when one compares it to the digital-quality sound, 
pristine picture quality, and comfortable plush seating of the contemporary multiplex halls. While 
it is true that nostalgia imbues a past experience with a kind of retroactive glow and aura, I want 
to suggest that it also activates through a memory trace a powerful cultural signifi cance, or 
“structures of feeling” (...), in an otherwise mundane everyday occurrence. In Goodbye, Dragon 
Inn, the notion of place evokes these memory traces or fragments32.

Watching new festival fi lms in an old cinema like the Majestic brought together the desire for discovery 
with the nostalgia for an older mode of viewing and thus a different time. This nostalgia must also be 
taken in the context of a nation that remains on a relentless track of urban renewal, in spite of more 
recent attempts at “heritage conservation”, continuously building and rebuilding itself, reconfi guring 
spaces, demolishing landmarks, altering roadways, to the extent that “place identity” for individuals and 
communities is under severe strain33.
However, issues of modernisation and nostalgia in Singapore are never just a matter of looking back with 
rose-tinted glasses or a benign fondness for days gone by. In a territory where the provision of space and 
place is closely tied up with the authoritarian control of the state, the search (if not the fi ght) for space 
— physical, creative and psychic spaces — is always political34. Artists and intellectuals in particular 
frequently seek out these spaces, while negotiating with state processes and policies of control35. The 
transmutation of the Majestic into yet another faceless mall in a city of malls and a betting centre with 
no acknowledgement of its cultural past encapsulates in microcosm the trauma brought on by such 
cultural violence that accompanies the state’s unending lurch towards modernity. Yet it is a trauma that 
is largely unvoiced in the public domain; or if voiced, usually to mourn its loss as a fait accompli36. This 
constant change, experienced as a kind of psychic, if not physical, dislocation, may be contextualised 
within Laurent Berlant’s notion of how to think of the present (in this case and ever-shifting, destabilising 
present) “as part of an unfolding historic moment [exemplifying] the affective experience not of a break 
or a traumatic present, but of crisis lived within ordinariness”37.
The Singapore International Film Festival was one of the few spaces through which alternative voices 
could be heard, though it was not a fully open space. Singapore’s authoritarian, and some would say 
“draconian”38, state censorship laws have undergone several revisions in the past two decades, and 
the old “screen; screen-with-cuts; or ban-outright” practice has evolved into a classifi cation system39 
although even a restricted rating does not exempt a fi lm from cuts. This included In the Realm of the 
Senses (Ai no korida, Oshima Nagisa, 1976), in the 2000 edition of the festival, when the censors 
insisted on cuts to the fi lm even at a time when the R(A) (Restricted Artistic) rating was already in 
force40. However, the censors have also, on occasion, made a number of exceptions for the festival 
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and allowed it a one-off screening of a fi lm that would be restricted from commercial exhibitors. One 
example is East Palace, West Palace (Dong gong xi gong, Zhang Yuan, 1996)41, a fi lm noted to be 
the fi rst from mainland China with explicitly male homosexual themes, and which was itself banned 
in China and had to be smuggled out of the country to the Cannes fi lm festival. The fi lm played at the 
1997 Singapore International Film Festival to a full house at the Majestic Theatre. Another example is 
Singapore fi lmmaker, Royston Tan’s fi lm, 15 (2003), set amidst “real” youth gangs in Singapore, which 
was given special permission to be screened uncut at the Singapore International Film Festival in 2003, 
the fi lm’s international premiere, after a delayed deliberation by the Board. Having gained international 
press attention and festival accolade overseas, the fi lm was later allowed a general release under the 
R(A) rating only after the fi lmmaker agreed to make 27 cuts to the fi lm amounting to about fi ve minutes 
of footage42. It would be fair to say, albeit speculatively, that had the fi lm not be shown and been received 
positively at the Singapore International Film Festival and later abroad, it might not have received a 
general release in Singapore at all.
In offering rare and hard-won cultural and political spaces to a fi lm like 15, which exposes the underbelly 
of a city state keen to maintain its shiny, prosperous exterior, and in a country where foreign imports tend 
to be valued over homegrown products, the extent of the festival’s cultural and political interventions and 
contributions to a Singapore national cinema and fi lm culture should not be underrated. It is perhaps not 
entirely coincidental that the “revival” of a Singapore cinema following a period of post-independence 
decline, emerged in tandem with the birth of the Singapore International Film Festival as an organisation 
in 198743.
Festival and city spaces have symbiotic relationships. Festivals utilise spaces within the city and also 
its infrastructure networks, and cities are keen to use festivals to promote themselves as a destination. 
As Wong notes: “Film festivals also celebrate place: the city that hosts them, the nation and national/
regional industries that often underpin them, and the globalization of relations of production and fi lm 
markets. Festivals defi ne the very cultural capital that cities and nations embrace as brand-name events 
for cities of the creative class” [44]. While festival goers encounter the city as a destination for business 
and leisure, the intensity of the festival experience can also create unexpectedly visceral relationships 
with the more intimate spaces of the festivals. Films may be screened in multiplexes, old picture palaces, 
nondescript conference rooms, warehouses, or in outdoor venues, in town squares or even on beaches, 
or in the case of the Majestic, an old opera house. Each venue will have a story to tell regardless of the fi lm 
programme, and like the fi lms they host, some stories will be more interesting than others. The story of 
the Majestic [45] is not the entire story of the festival, nor is it the entire story of Singapore. Nevertheless, 
the story it does tell serves as a nodal point where trajectories cross and re-cross, operating as an 
affective space not only of cinema, but also of encounter, history and memory.

Felicia Chan
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